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Welcome to the AZ CTE Professional Skills Post Assessment
 Scoring and Guided Reflections Page

This document includes information on how to score your students results from the Pre-Assessment 

For quick access to additional .pdf resources, 

Open this page in adobe reader and open Attachments 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1TD4jU7Nnvwps6sVE-HltU5boN07yncu2m-eYHHIn07w/prefill


Post Assessment Guidelines
-Congratulate your student in areas of Proficiency!
-Identify the Professional Skill standards that have room for growth.
-Provide guidance and exposures to track performance.
-After taking the pre-assessment, students should identify 1-2 standards to improve upon each quarter.
-Guided reflections and information from this assessment should be loaded in the MYFUTUREAZ student profile
and can be used to satisfy ECAP requirements.

Suggestions for Guided Reflections (Level 2 and 3)

Suggested Strategies  

1 When I talk to people… Provide challenges and opportunities for the student to practice talking on a variety of topics and in different settings. 
Practice self-esteem builders such as https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ps/self-esteem.html

2 I can communicate in writing by…
Practice high school writing with an emphasis on organization and messaging. Free online practice at https://www.quill.org/
Send a formal thank you email to the Principal (once the paragraph structure, grammar and vocab are mastered).
Teach how to organize a presentation.

3 I can persuade others by...  

Promote student-created design and delivery of how-to presentations. 
Provide honest feedback and constructive improvements with respect to student voice inflection, pace, body language, gestures, and tone. 
Teach the importance of a rehearsed elevator pitch. (pdf)
Introduce debate strategies and have classroom discussions on controversial/contemporary topics where all students must derive an 
opinion.

4
I can adjust my communication 
style to help resolve conflicts 
by…       

Emphasize the difference between formal and informal communication style.
Teach the importance of active listening (note-taking, body language, understanding, and eliminating distractions).
Develop student negotiation skills with a focus on compromise using role-play scenarios.

Standard 1 Communication
Question 
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5 When someone upsets me…  

Coach the student to let them know that it is ok to remove themself to take time to think when in difficult situations.
Practice mindfulness (pdf).
Model a courteous way to exit, how to manage immediate personal stress, and finally, how to reapproach the person later.
Introduce basic customer service skills that include how to be empathetic.
Roleplay as an upset customer with a student.
Teach how to problem solve possible solutions and how to focus on the issue rather than the behavior.



Suggested Strategies  

1 I like to… work in teams.

Design low stakes teaming activities that allow students to have fun interactions. https://www.betterteam.com/team-building-activities
Have the student explore personal boundaries and personality preferences. 
Introduce the True Colors: my-personality-test.com/true-colours to help students understand personality tendencies and how to deal with 
others.

2 I can work well in teams as
demonstrated by my ability to…

Teach the importance and emphasis of teaming in all industries.
Emphasize the importance of treating all team members with respect, acceptance, friendship, and honesty. 
Provide guided teaming practices and reflect together on the contributive value of all team members.

3 I can be a valuable member of the
team by...

Teach roles of being a team member and a team leader, who does what and how? 
Emphasize the relationship between procrastination and meeting deadlines.

4 I can use technology to promote
collaboration by... 

Teach Netiquette, web conferencing, Google, and Office 365 file-sharing technologies.

Suggested Strategies  
1 I consider myself to be... creative.  Introduce problem-solving games such as chess, puzzles, video games. https://teambuilding.com/blog/problem-solving-games

2 I show that I am curious and want to
learn more by...  

Introduce PBL problem-solving activities that do not have obvious correct outcomes.  https://teaching.cornell.edu/teaching-
resources/engaging-students/problem-based-learning 
Form student teams to take apart broken (surplus) computers, take inventory, and put it back together again.
Play scenario games that require multiple viewpoints such as the kidney machine. (pdf) 
Request reflections on individual reasoning for solutions.

Question 

Standard 2 Teaming

Standard 3 Creativity

Question 
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1 My grades are…

Teach how to calculate GPA and credits remaining to graduate. (pdf)
Explain the overall impact when a student fails a course. 
Emphasize the importance of a 3.0+ GPA (i.e getting hired, getting accepted into postsecondary schools of choice, discounts available, 
etc.). 
Provide peer-to-peer tutoring opportunities.
Celebrate GPA improvements!

2 I am responsible as reflected by my
ability to…

Emphasize dress code, honesty policies, and tech usage agreements in the student handbook.
Teach time management and productivity skills.  
Incentivize mentor-mentee opportunities for students.

3
I am able to self regulate and 
maintain good conduct in situations 
by…

Encourage journaling for reflection of behavior (good and bad) when under stress on their responses.   
Model and role-play relevant situations (i.e I lost my cell phone, my teacher yelled at me, etc.). 
Practice mindfulness. (pdf)
Educator Resources - Conscious Discipline P.E.A.C.E. process.  https://consciousdiscipline.com/e-learning/webinars/conflict-resolution-
and-assertiveness/

4 I usually... wait until the last minute
to do my school work

Teach your students to document how they used their time during the day - review and reflect together to determine time wasters.
Emphasize the need to set daily routines and priorities using a planning organizer.
Reflect with your student on the effects of procrastination - how does it feel, what is the impact, and what could be done differently?

5 I have... a positive attitude and
outlook on life

Teach how resilience and optimism can increase performance and stamina and tips to maintain a positive mental attitude: 
1. Surround yourself with other positive people.
Your friends have a big influence on your mindset. Would you rather be around people with a negative attitude who love to complain? Or would you
rather be surrounded by vibrant, happy people who lift you up?
Positive people’s emotions rub off on you and inspire you to maintain a positive attitude and become a better version of yourself.
2. Look inside of yourself.
To maintain a positive mental attitude, reflect on your inner world so you can relate to the outer world better. This can be achieved through breathing 
exercises, journaling, or reflecting on your actions. 
3. Practice visualization.
Visualization can be a powerful technique whereby imagining the best possible outcome and then feel the positive emotions.
4. Get rid of negative inner voice.
Daily meditation helps you let go of negative emotions like worry, fear, and anxiety, and it trains your mind to be grounded in the present moment.
https://www.betterup.com/blog/positive-mental-attitude

Suggested Strategies  

1
Are you a leader or a follower?

Encourage the student to have positive experiences in teams; play sports or join clubs.
Provide on-campus student leadership opportunities (ie. TA, create a new club in an area they are passionate about, etc.).
Self-esteem and confidence-building exercises that foster Connection, Competence, and Choice.

2
My resume is… Teach formal writing strategies (ie. How to write a business letter, how to use templates). 

Introduce the student to a resume writer  or resume prep_template guidelines (pdf).

Standard 5 Initiative
Question 
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Suggested Strategies  

Standard 4 Professionalism
Question 



3 My career plan is…

Determine where the student is within career selection process (i.e. K-5 discovery, 6-8 exploration, 9-12 preparation).
Encourage Career Exploration high school students to take the career assessment on My Future AZ,  and the "What problem do you 
want to solve" process for career selection. (pdf)
Narrow career choices to 1-2 industries 
Guide Career Preparation ready students to identify a pathway within the industry selected,  start with entry-level jobs.
Identify CTE courses for the student to take. 
Make a plan for postsecondary requirements for career growth.

Standard 6  Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
Suggested Strategies  

1 My interpersonal skills translate
across diverse settings by…

Administer Who Am I Personality assessments (ie. Jungian Mental Mechanisms: personalityacademy.com/quiz, Language of love: 
https://www.5lovelanguages.com/quizzes/love-language, True colors https://my-personality-test.com/true-colours, etc.  
Teach journal writing to capture emotions, thoughts, and values that can influence student behavior towards others. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IflFLzG_Jc
Use Conscious Discipline methods to help the student understand social norms for positive, constructive behaviors.
Model empathy so the student can learn how to be empathetic to others.
Introduce growth mind-set activities.

2 I contribute to a climate of
acceptance and inclusion by…

Expose student SEL Competencies and Ethical Elaborations.  https://www.azed.gov/SEL/sel-competencies-and-framework
Develop a growth mindset with new activities and 'playful learning'! (i.e.clearn to a new skill like how to draw, swim, juggle, sew, cook, 
etc.). 
Encourage students to seek new relationships with diverse others.
Invite diverse guest speakers and allow time for Q&A.
Help the student to acknowledge similarities and differences in all individuals.               
Introduce student to different perspectives (i.e. politics, religion, freedom of speech, etc.).

Question 
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Suggested Strategies  

1
Are you a leader or a follower?

2
My resume is…

Encourage the student to have positive experiences in teams; play sports or join clubs.
Provide on-campus student leadership opportunities (ie. TA, create a new club in an area they are passionate about, etc.). Self-
esteem and confidence-building exercises that foster Connection, Competence, and Choice.

Teach formal writing strategies (ie. How to write a business letter, how to use templates). 
Introduce the student to a resume writer  or resume prep_template guidelines (pdf).

Standard 5 Initiative
Question 



3 I can help maintain a feeling of
safety at school by…

Invite Police or SRO guest speakers - leave time for Q&A.
Teach students how to avoid drama and confrontation. 
Practice where the emergency exits are and who to call for help. 
Create Posters to remind students to keep their "head in the game" as a reminder of the importance of paying attention to their 
surroundings. https://100clubmass.org/new-how-to-teach-your-teens-to-save-themselves/ Videos and https://www.dhs.gov/see-something-
say-something/take-challenge and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csexb5qMLug
Expose students to crime and registered offenders in the school neighborhood.  https://www.familywatchdog.us/
Teach Internet safety. https://www.typing.com/student/digital-literacy

Suggested Strategies  

1 When it comes to money, I am 
known for…

Teach money management. https://www.themint.org/teens/ and  (pdf)  
Check with local banks for financial literacy curriculum. Wells Fargo came to my classroom for a week with a really great lesson plan!

2 I have goals for the future that will 
require personal finances…

Teach how to build a budget and how to envision their future (not just about things) pdf
Encourage students to work for pay  (i.e. doing paid chores, babysitting, entry-level work, etc.) and save for a better future 
Set goals and monitor CTE classes that are offer work place learning credit

Question 
Standard 9 Financial Practices
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Standard 7 and 8 Organizational Culture and Ethical Practices  

Suggested Strategies  

1 I adhere to my school's policies and
procedures by…

2 I respect school property by…

Expose student to the schools student handbook, have them pick an area to focus on (ie. Dress code, tech usage, absenteeism, etc.) .
Reward good behaviors and publicize do-gooders. 
Help students understand consequences of their actions - hold the accountable.
Expose students to the costs of running their school, focus on facilities and building supplies.
Teach student who pays for public education and the importance of using tax dollars wisely. 
Post Tech usage and plagiarism policies with consequences in every classroom.

Question 

sfarret
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Resume Prep Worksheet 


Instructions – Collect data to help you prepare your resume. Fill in the following information 
for credit. 


Personal Information 
Name,  Current and Permanent address, Telephone number, E-mail address 


Objective 
In one short sentence summarize your goal for your job search. The goal statement should be 
related to the specific position for which you are applying. It is also effective to highlight your 
skills in the goal statement. 
Ex. Seeking a part-time position while I attend school for my _____  degree, certificate…. 
Seeking a position that utilizes my skills in counseling, research, and proposal writing. 


Education 
List latest Education first. High school name, City and State, Date of graduation. 
Course Highlights (courses directly related to the job or your career field and special abilities), 
Certificates, clubs, etc. 


Skills 
Soft skills: (Review Personality Assessments) Ex. being responsible, loyal, hardworking, 
energetic, outgoing, good communication skills, polite, fast learner…… 
Hard skills: (Typing speed, Microsoft Word, Powerpoint, Google docs and slides, Public 
speaking.) 


Work Experience   
Previous and current jobs, Summer jobs, Internships, Volunteer work 
(Include position title, company/organization, city/state, dates and a brief list of the job duties) 
It is expected that many high schools do not have previous work experience. If this is you – 
you can put “none” on the resume BUT you will need to add more skills so there is not too 
much white space. 


References (3 people not related or friends with you) 
Teacher/Professor   Susan Farretta, CVHS CTE Teacher, susanf@cityviewhighschool.org 
Work supervisor (current or past) 
Character reference (Pastor, Headmaster, youth group leader or someone who knows you 
well) 
Include the name, relationship to you, organization, email or contact phone numbers 





		Untitled










HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR GPA (Grade Point Average) 


 


A = 4 points   


B = 3 points   


C = 2 Points   


D = 1 Point   


F = 0   


   


Example   


List your classes here: 
List your 


current Grade 


Assign Points to 
match your current 


grade 


Biology A 4 


Math B 3 


Career Explorations A 4 


PE  C 2 


English C 2 


History B 3 


   


Add up total points:  18 


Divide by the number of classes: 3.0 


  GPA = 3.0 
 








Category Description $/Month
1 Housing


Rent ex Apartment in South Phoenix
Electricity
Water


2 Transportation 
Car payment/Maintenance
Car Insurance
Bus Pass


3 Food Groceries  
Take-out


4 Communication
Cell Phone
Wifi


5 Entertainment
Eating out
Movies


6 Materials
Clothes
Furniture
Bedding
Cooking Utensils


TOTAL Monthly Costs
40/hrs a week at $12.5 500.00$      


 Monthly Earnings 2,000.00$   


My Monthly Expenses After High School Graduation





		Budget







Prepare a 2-
minute 


introduction…
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bright
idea


A


Jesse Senko’s 
pioneering work  
with solar lights 
protects sea turtles 
and transforms the 
future of fishing


Highlights of innovative 
breakthroughs leading  
up to a fifth year ranked 
No. 1 in the U.S.


 Engineer a solution 
Research and big thinking on 
how AI will impact the future of 
work in Arizona and beyond


 Innovation
review


ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY


VOLUME 23 NUMBER 1
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ADVANCE


Environmental issues 


may be your passion 


and a world powered 


by clean energy 


may be one of the 


ways you imagine a 


solution. Focusing 


your strengths, 


passions and interests 


on solving your 


chosen problem can 


lead you on a path to 


make a real difference 


and find a satisfying 


career along the way.
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“So kid, what do you want to be 
when you grow up?”


The question has been passed 
down from the beginning of time.


When I think about that, I 
imagine a 10 year old in the 
1700s brimming with pride and 
answering, “I’m going to be the 
best wheelwright in the world!” 
(Look it up.)


While this question helped 
us think about our future, it is no 
longer useful or relevant. We are at 
the beginning of the digitalization 
economy, and we can’t even 
imagine the type of work that will 
require. Change happens gradually 
and then suddenly, and you, my 
friend, are living in “suddenly” times. 
The jobs of the future do not exist 
today. Digitalization is also causing 
jobs to shift and change like never 
before. All roles will be impacted 
by automation, robotics and 
digitalization.


So I have three better questions 
for you to answer.


What problem 
do you want  
to solve?


Jaime Casap, ’93 MPA in 


public administration, is the 


chief education evangelist 


at Google. He evangelizes 


the potential of digitalization 


as an enabling capability in 


pursuit of promoting inquiry 


based learning models. He 


collaborates with school 


systems, educational 


organizations and leaders 


focused on building innovation 


into our education policies 


and practices. Subscribe 


to his YouTube channel at 


youtube.com/jaimecasap.


That is the question to consider 
when pondering your future


Story by JA IME CASAP,  ’93 MPA


“Don’t worry about  
 what you want to be  
 when you grow up. 
Spend time thinking 
about the problem 
you want to solve and 
then utilize everything 
you’ve got to take 
on that problem and 
change the world!”
— JA IME CASAP,  


CHIEF EDUCAT ION 
E VANGELIST AT GOOGLE



http://youtube.com/jaimecasap
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1. What problem do you want
to solve?
What is the problem you want to
take on?  It doesn’t have to be a
social problem like climate change,
for example, it can be any problem.  If
you don’t know, that’s OK. Start the
process of thinking about it. Search
deep enough and you will discover
patterns about what motivates you or
what gets you excited.


2. How do you want to solve
that problem?
There are a million ways to undertake
a problem, so how do you want to
use your gifts and your talents? If
you tell someone you want to solve
climate change, for example, they
might suggest becoming a scientist
or policymaker. However, that may
not be where your talents are. Maybe
you are a remarkable photographer
and the way you solve climate
change is by documenting its impact
on human life.


3. What do you need to know to
solve that problem?
What are the knowledge, skills
and abilities you need to take on a
problem like climate change? What
do you need to learn? You could
study biology, photography and


sustainability. When you do this, 
you can see the type of classes you 
should be taking. And even if you 
already have a degree, you can see 
the classes you need to keep taking 
because we live in a time where 
lifelong learning is essential! 


These three questions line up 
nicely with what my Twitter friend 
Daniel Pink wrote in his book “Drive” 
regarding what motivates all human 
beings. It’s the same three things — 
Purpose, Autonomy and Mastery. 
What problem do you want to solve 
(purpose)? How do you want to 
solve it (autonomy)? What do you 
need to learn to solve that problem 
(mastery)?


One of the many reasons why 
I love Arizona State University is 
its focus on solving the world’s 
problems. Its size, scale, programs, 
areas of research, areas of study 
and partnerships tackle almost any 
problem you define. If you bring an 
issue to ASU, you can connect with 
a person who can help.


So don’t worry about what you 
want to be when you grow up. 
Spend time thinking about the 
problem you want to solve and 
then utilize everything you’ve got to 
take on that problem and change 
the world! n 


The psychology 
of workplace 
satisfaction
When something boosts 
your mood, your brain 
releases neurotransmitters 
like serotonin, dopamine and 
oxytocin. Studies have shown 
the simple act of smiling 
can release some of those 
chemicals — and the feeling is 
contagious.


Smile to a room full of 
coworkers, for example, and 
others will likely do the same. 
That’s an easy way to help 
create a happier workplace. 


ASU alum Melanie 
Katzman ’82 and ’85, shares 
research-based, actionable 
things you can do to improve 
your success and joy at work 
in her new book, “Connect 
First: 52 Simple Ways to Ignite 
Success, Meaning, and Joy at 
Work.” She maintains a clinical 
psychology practice and 
consults on workplace diversity 
and leadership with some of 
the largest organizations in 
the world.
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Personality Assessment  
 


Get to know the Jungian Mental Mechanisms 
 and the Keirsey Temperaments a.k.a. Personality Styles  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


In honor of Carl Gustav Jung and his impactful insights into the human mind, you may duplicate and 
distribute this document freely. This document must be duplicated “as-is” without alteration. 
Copyright must remain intact on all pages. To modify or reproduce this document in another 
publication you must request written permission from the author: info@PersonalityAcademy.com  


This personality assessment is intended for use by individuals 13 years of age or older. 


Release of Liability: The information presented here is provided only as general educational material 
and is not psychological or medical advice. By utilizing this educational material, you agree to fully 
release, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless, Personality Academy and its authors from any claim 
or liability whatsoever and for any damage or injury of whatsoever nature, which a participant or 
affiliate may incur, arising at any time out of or in relation to your use or misuse of the information 
presented in this material.  


Cres Woods 
PO BOX 578 
Ishpeming, MI 49849 
info@PersonalityAcademy.com  
www.PersonalityAcademy.com  


The four personality style descriptor terms found in this guide (Mover, Connector, Thinker, and 
Planner) are used with permission from www.PersonalityLingo.com. Personality Lingo is a registered 
trademark of Mary Miscisin. 


Edited by Vicki Brown www.philtres.com  


7th Release June 2020 


Facilitation Notes:  


This personality assessment is designed to provide insights into the motivations behind behaviors, 
promote understanding of individual differences, and lay the foundation for Emotional Intelligence. 


(1) When determining their Personality Style Lineup, direct students to read through the descriptions 
of the personality styles on page 7 and list the styles in order from what sounds most like them to 
least like them. They may use the assessment results to guide them but their determination of their 
personality lineup from reading the style descriptions takes precedence over the assessment results.   


(2) Provide avenues for the students to relate to the styles in different contextual situations – this can 
be accomplished by means of storytelling, a skit, or movie analysis.  


(3) Provide opportunities for students to work together in “most dominant style groups”. Ask them to 
discuss and come to consensus on their top strengths, joys, most misunderstood, what brings out the 
best, etc. These group discussions empower students to realize that there are others who have a lot 
in common with them. Have each group report out to the entire class and teach each other. Learning 
about the other styles instills empathy and fosters emotional intelligence. 


The goal is for students to feel valued, validated, and understood. 



mailto:info@PersonalityAcademy.com

mailto:info@PersonalityAcademy.com

http://www.personalityacademy.com/

https://personalitylingo.com/

http://www.philtres.com/
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Personality Assessment 
This personality assessment helps you determine your “psychological type preferences” as well as your 
“personality style lineup.” Twenty situational-based questions guide you through an exploration of the 
Jungian Mental Mechanisms to see if you have any clear preferences. By scoring the assessment 
yourself, you will learn which combinations of mental mechanisms make up each of the four Keirsey 
Temperaments a.k.a. Personality Styles.  


When individuals share preferences, they see things the same way and tend to get along well. When 
their preferences are in contrast, misunderstandings naturally occur. Recognizing behavior patterns in 
ourselves and others helps us to understand each other even when we don’t see things the same way. 


 
 
 
 
 


 


Everyone possesses all of the Jungian Mental Mechanisms described here and the free will to apply 
them to different life circumstances. Some of us have come to clearly favor one mechanism over its 
opposite, either by way of a natural-born inner disposition or as an adaptation to outer circumstances. 


Life experiences generally require us to adapt and operate outside our comfort zones in order to 
overcome obstacles. We may excel early at behaviors that are adaptive and not find opportunities to 
fully develop our natural traits until later in life. It can take years of trying on the different qualities to 
identify which ones feel like a more natural fit.   


When circumstances are in alignment with our core values and we are expressing our natural traits - 
we feel energized, alive, and on path. When external events go against our core values and we are 
unable to express our natural traits – we may feel drained, sluggish, and unmotivated.  


Instructions 


1. Please record your answers on the Response Key. 
2. Select the statement that best describes your most natural way of operating given a  


comfortable environment. 
3. Try to proceed quickly and not overthink each response.  
4. If you are unable to choose between answers because you can think of circumstances  


where you do one or the other, simply select both answers and move on.  
 


Your personality style lineup can be thought of as an internal compass. 
It produces a strong urge or drive that pulls you in the direction of 
your core values such as harmony, competency, responsibility, or 


immediacy. You may feel “lost” when not following your true nature. 
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General Orientation 


1. Study Environment 
a. prefer to study in a group - discussing the material 
b. prefer to study alone - away from distractions if possible 


 


2. How Thoughts Form 
a. process thoughts out load - through conversations with others 
b. process thoughts silently - inside my head 


 


3. Speaking Style 
a. fast pace, expressive tones, and large gestures 
b. moderate pace, quiet voice, minimal gesturing 


 


4. Relationship with Silence 
a. uncomfortable with long silences - especially around others 
b. appreciate silence - even around others 


 


5. Energy Drainers and Gainers 
a. Most often find interacting with groups of people to be energizing 
b. Most often find interacting with groups of people to be draining  


 


If you enjoy interacting with others in moderate amounts, select both answers to Question #5. 


Modes of Operation 


6. Packing for a Trip 
a. pack in advance for a trip, at least the night before 
b. pack the very last minute for a trip 


 


7. Closure vs. Leaving Options Open 
a. prefer to have decisions made 
b. prefer to keep options open as long as possible 


 


8. Relationship with Schedules 
a. find schedules and routines comforting  
b. find schedules and routines restricting  


 


9. Natural Tendency 
a. crave consistency and enjoy being prepared  
b. crave variety and enjoy improvising  


 


10.  Work Style 
a. “work before play” 
b. “play along the way” 
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Information Gathering 


11.   Strengths 
a. good at building, maintaining, and operating things 
b. good at developing insights into creative designs  


 


12.   Ways of Perceiving 
a. trust only what I can see, hear, touch, taste, or smell  
b. comfortable using imagination and following hunches 


 


13.   Integration  
a. put pieces together one step at a time 
b. put pieces together from all directions at once 


 


14.   Interpretation 
a. the way things appear is the way they really are 
b. read between the lines to discover hidden meaning  


 


15.   Outlook 
a. prefer to experience life here and now 
b. enjoy contemplating patterns and future possibilities 


Decision-Making 


16.   Decisions  
a. use logic to make decisions and seek clarity 
b. use feelings to make decisions and seek harmony 


 


17.   Needs 
a. sincere need to evaluate and improve 
b. sincere need to know that others care how you feel 


 


18.   Perspective 
a. tend to debate and defend point of view 
b. tend to sympathize and accept other people’s opinions  


 


19.     Movie-Watching 
a. mistakes in a movie significantly lessen enjoyment 
b. able to look past mistakes and enjoy a movie   


 


20.     Preferred Approach 
a. objective, direct, and investigative 
b. subjective, tactful, and appreciative 
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Response Key 


Draw a circle around the letter that corresponds with your response for each question. Count the 
marks for each column and fill-in the totals at the bottom of the table.  


 


 


A relatively higher score in one column of a table indicates a “psychological type preference”. Where 
the scores in both columns are close to each other, you may find that you naturally switch back and 
forth between each mental mechanism as the situation demands. 
 
 
 
 


General Orientation 


1. a b 


2. a b 


3. a b 


4. a b 


5. a b 


Total:   


 Extraversion Introversion 


Modes of Operation 


6. a b 


7. a b 


8. a b 


9. a b 


10. a b 


Total:   


 Planned Spontaneous 


Information Gathering 


11. a b 


12. a b 


13. a b 


14. a b 


15. a b 


Total:   


 Hands-On Theoretical 


Decision-Making 


16. a b 


17. a b 


18. a b 


19. a b 


20. a b 


Totals:   


 Objective Subjective 
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Insights into the Jungian Mental Mechanisms  
Circle any preferences for each pair of Jungian Mental Mechanisms: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
General Orientation: Extraversion – Introversion 


Extraverts tend to speak freely about whatever is on their mind. They develop their thoughts by 
talking through them with others. Extraverts gain energy from chatting with others.  


Introverts are somewhat more territorial with their mental space and personal space. They need time 
to think and reflect before sharing their thoughts. Introverts gain energy from quiet time. 


Modes of Operation: Planned – Spontaneous 


Individuals who have a preference for operating in a planned manner find comfort in following 
routines and schedules. They have an innate drive to make decisions as soon as possible and bring 
things to closure.  


Individuals who have a preference for operating in a spontaneous manner find schedules and 
routines restricting. They have an innate drive to keep options open. They crave variety and flexibility 
and may change their minds often. 


Information Gathering: Hands-On – Theoretical 


Individuals who prefer hands-on gathering of information using their five senses focus on the present 
moment and proceed one step at a time. They appreciate clear objectives and tangible results. 


Individuals who prefer theoretical gathering of information by means of insights focus on future 
possibilities and pull from all directions at once to see the big picture. They appreciate opportunities 
to be creative and use their imagination.  


Decision-Making: Objective- Subjective 


Individuals who prefer making decisions objectively seek clarity and have a sincere need to evaluate 
and improve. They make decisions based on logic and impersonal facts. 


Individuals who prefer making decisions subjectively seek harmony and need to know that others 
care how they feel. They make decisions based on values and personal impact. 


Introversion 


Spontaneous 


Theoretical 


Subjective 


 Extraversion 


 Planned  


 Hands-On 


  Objective 
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The Jungian Mental Mechanisms are the  
building blocks for the Keirsey Temperaments  
a.k.a. the four Personality Styles 
Place your total scores for each mental mechanism into the box 
next to its name. Then add the two numbers in each column 
together to arrive at a total score for each personality style.  


Hands-On + Spontaneous = MOVER                  Hands-On + Planned = PLANNER 


Hands-On  
Spontaneous  


MOVER  
 


 


Theoretical + Subjective = CONNECTOR            Theoretical + Objective = THINKER 


 
Movers and Planners both prefer hands-on gathering of information, but they differ in their mode of 
operation. Connectors and Thinkers both prefer theoretical gathering of information, but they differ in 
how they make decisions.  
 
Your Personality Style Lineup 


List the personality styles in order from the one that is most like you to the one that is least like you.  


______________   ______________   ______________   ______________ 


          Top Style                  2nd Style                   3rd Style                   Last/Least Style 


An individual’s preference for extraversion or introversion as well as their 2nd most dominant style 
significantly impacts how their most dominant style is expressed. (Introverts tend to keep their most 
dominant style on the inside and show their 2nd most dominant style to the outside world.) 


Indicate your preference for Extraversion or Introversion by either checking the box for one, or by 
marking a point on the line somewhere in between. 


 


 


Hands-On  
Planned  


PLANNER  


Theoretical  
Subjective  


CONNECTOR  


Theoretical  
Objective  
THINKER  


EXTRAVERT INTROVERT 
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Insights into the Keirsey Temperaments a.k.a. Personality Styles 


Mover (SP-Orange) Personality Style 
Hands-On & Spontaneous 
Core Value: Freedom 
The Mover personality style is courageous, exploratory, and playful. Movers seek action and 
adventure. They crave variety and enjoy improvising. Movers are good at thinking on their feet. They 
automatically find the fastest way to do things and make them fun. They change course as often as is 
needed and aren’t likely to let bumps in the road slow them down. 
 


Connector (NF-Blue) Personality Style 
Theoretical & Subjective 
Core Value: Relationship 
The Connector personality style is considerate, cooperative, and encouraging. Connectors seek 
harmony and personal connection. They prefer to make decisions that feel good and are in alignment 
with their values. Connectors naturally interact with others and connect meaning to events. They 
excel at recognizing strengths in others and place a high importance on personal growth.  
 


Thinker (NT-Green) Personality Style 
Theoretical & Objective 
Core Value: Competency 
The Thinker personality style is curious, logical, and self-sufficient. Thinkers seek clarity and 
knowledge. They prefer to make calculated decisions. Thinkers explore all aspects of an issue and 
can’t help but suggest new ways of doing things. They need time to think before making decisions. 
They can be fiercely independent and value their privacy. 
 


Planner (SJ-Gold) Personality Style 
Hands-On & Planned 
Core Value: Responsibility 
The Planner personality style is organized, prepared, and dependable. Planners seek order and 
fairness. They crave consistency and having things in their place. Planners are naturally able 
to distinguish right from wrong. They like to keep their personal space well-tended and pay attention 
to details. They seek a sense of completion and enjoy crossing items off a list. 





		Response Key






Who Deserves to Live? 


 
Team Building:  Kidney Machine Problem 


 
 


Directions:  Read the following dilemma.  Then read the Psychological Reports 
sheet for each patient.  In your teams, discuss each one of the patients and agree 


100% on 1 patient who should get the kidney machine – who deserves to live. 
 


 Use one computer per team to create a two-slide Powerpoint presentation: 


o Slide 1:  List the patient’s name and three reasons why your team 
picked him or her. 


o Slide 2:  List all other patients’ names and one reason each for why 
you did not pick them. 


 Present your findings to the class.  Decide who lives and who dies. 


 


Dilemma: 
 


Tonight, the Laymen’s Board of Review of General Hospital meets to consider 
applicants for the use of its kidney machine.  Each of the patients is described in 


the attached psychological report.  It has been determined that each patient will 
probably die in 6-8 weeks without the constant use of the machine.  Unfortunately, 


there is only one machine available for home use.  Your team is responsible to 
decide who is going to live and who is going to die. 


  







Who Deserves to Live? 


 
Patient Psychological Report 


 
1. John Hallbright.  Age 31.  Married.  One child, a daughter, age 4.  College 


graduate.  Works as a teller in a bank.  Wife also employed, as an elementary 


school teacher. 
 


2. Marie Villareal.  Age 39.  Unmarried.  College graduate.  Holds Masters in 


physical therapy.  Employed at VA hospital for 14 years; is head of Physical and 


Occupational Therapy treatment center. 


 


3. Patricia Watson.  Age 23.  Married, no children.  College graduate.  Teaches social 


studies and is cheerleader advisor in junior high school.  Husband is a teacher in 


the high school. 


 


4. Avery Smith.  Age 51.  Married.  Three children, daughter age 19, sons 17 and 15.  


High school graduate.  Owner and operator of Smith Industries, Inc., a machine 


shop which employs 150.  City Councilman for 12 years; member of library board 


of directors for six years.  Has suffered several heart attacks (last one 3.5 years 


ago), and medical bills plus lack of health insurance cause him to make application 
for the free machine. 


 


5. William Work.  Age 11. One of seven children of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Work. 


 


6. Walker Red Cloud.  Age about 40.  Ojibwa Indian.  At least four children by two 


wives.  Fourth grade education.  No occupation. 


 


7. Nancy Adams.  Age 34.  Divorced, three children.  Daughter, age 7, twin sons, 6, 


all in her custody.  Employed as a secretary in a real estate office. 


 


8. Mary Parenti.  12 years old.  IQ 87.  Teachers describe her as shy, withdrawn, and 


inhibited.  Family immigrated to New York the year she was born.  Family owns 


restaurant where both parents work. 
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Kidney Machine Description Sheet 


 
 Located at Swedish Hospital in Seattle, Washington is the famous kidney 


machine.  A marvel of technological ingenuity, it is the only hope of life for people 
with a rare disease. 


 
 In actuality, the machine functions as a kidney for people who have lost the 


use of their own.  By connecting themselves to the machine for 24 hours each 
week, people with renal failure can remain alive indefinitely – or until they are 


killed by some ailment not connected with their kidneys. 
 
 There are several problems associated with using the machine.  There are 


many more people who need it than there is time available on the machine.  In fact, 
only five percent can be placed on it at any one time.  Doctors examine all 


potential patients and determine those who could profit most from connection to 
the machine.  They screen out those with other diseases, for whom the machine 


would only be a temporary expedient, and they turn their list of recommended 
patients over to the hospital administration.  At present, the doctors have submitted 


the names of five persons for one place on the machine. 
 


 The committee assembled to make the decision has been given a brief 
biography of each person appearing on the list.  It is assumed that each person has 


an equal chance of remaining alive if allowed to use the machine.  Thus, the 
committee is asked to decide which one of these patients may have access to the 
machine. 


 
 You are asked to act as if you were a member of this committee.  


Remember, there is only one vacancy, and you must fill it with one of these eight 
people.  You must agree, unanimously, on the single person who is to be permitted 


to remain alive, and you must decide your own criteria for making this choice. 
 


 The only medical information you have is that people over forty seem to do 
more poorly on the machine than those under forty (although they do not 


necessarily find it useless).  IT IS UP TO YOU. 


  







Team Report – 2 Slides 
 


Save a Powerpoint as kidney_studid (decide who will present your findings to the 
class and use that person’s student id). 


 
Slide 1:  List your team members. 


List the name of the patient you selected and three (3) reasons why you picked 
him or her. 


 
Name___________________________________________________________ 


 
1. _____________________________________________________________ 


 
2. _____________________________________________________________ 


 


3. _____________________________________________________________ 


 


 
Slide 2: 
List all the other patients’ names and one (1) reason why you did not pick 


them. 


 
Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


Name____________________________ Reason________________________ 
 


 
Drop kidney_studid in the drop box and be ready to present when called! 







